George Steiner

The Language Animal
~A~C~ ~XAC~MrssAOrs tO each
B ~.gs
other as to the direction, amount and
quality of honeyfound. Dolphinpipe signals of
warning or summons.It maybe that the trills
and whistles of birds conveyrudimentary meaning. Meaning,in fact, is the essence, the underlying structure of natural forms. Colours,
sequences, odours, regularities
or salient
anomaliesof shapeand event, all are informant.
Almost every phenomenon can be "read" and
classed as a statement. It signals danger or
solicitation, lack or availability of nourishment;
it points towards or away from other significant structures. Living beings, abovedementary
units, dispose of a large, manifold range of
articulation: postures, gestures, colorations,
tonalities, secretions, facial mien. Separatelyor
in conjunction these communicatea message, a
unit or unit-cluster of focusedinformation. Life
proceeds amidan incessant networkof signals.
To survive is to receive a sufficient numberof
such signals, to sort out from the randomflux
those literally vital to onesdfand one’s species,
and to decode the pertinent signals with
sufficient speed and accuracy. An organism
failing to do so, either becauseits receptors are
blunted or because it "misreads," will perish.
A marmot
dies whenit misreads,i.e., fails to decode accurately, the messageof tint, odour, or
texture which differentiates the statement of
identity of a venomousmushroomfrom that of
an edible variety. Awalker in the city, crossing
streets, wouldnot survive if he mistranslated
the coded message of red and green~either
through someorganic deficiency (colour-blindness) or because the relevant arbitrary idiom,
red/stop green/go, had not been taught or
had slipped his memory.
x The standard workon all this is, of course,
Karl yon Frisch’s The Dance Language and
Orientationo[ Bees(~967).

All identity is active statement. It communicates its being to the surroundingworld through
a set of moreor less clear, impressive, and complicated signals. Weare so far as we can declare ourselves to be, and have full assurance
of our asserted existence only whenother identities register and reciprocate our life-signals.
Signals of demental individuation: "I am, I
amin this place, and of this time." Signals of
prime need: "These are m~ foods, these are
the prey ,I, seek in order to live." Signals of
defence: Myweapons are this smell, these
claws, this spine, these means of camouflage.
Approach at your risk." What cannot be communicated, what cannot state its ontolo~’.’cal
existence and minimal demands,is not alive.
"Mysdfit speaks and spells." It is in the reciprocal nature of the statement of identity, in
th-e need for echo, be it savagely contrary, to
confirm one’s ownbeing, that-lies the root of
the Hegelian paradox: the need of one living
entity for the presence of another, and the fear
and hate engenderedby that need.
But, to repeat: the natural modesof information are immenselydiverse and susceptible of
fantastic refinement. In the message-flight of
the bee the exact angle matters; 1 each beck and
volte in the courtship minuet of the moor-hen
is an expression of coded meaning; very probably, a pointer can "read" accurately hundreds
of gradations of smell.
Comraede longs ~tchos qui de loin se con~ondent
Dansune tgngbreuseet pro[ondeunitg,
Vaste comrnela nuit et comme
la clartg,
Les par[urns,les couleurset les sons se rdpondent.
Long before man the planet was many-hued,
loud and odorous with statement and reply.
Weknowof fossils three thousandmillion years
old. The development of specific information
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codes, of signal-systems through which emitter
and receiver could formulate and exchangemessages of identity, need and sexual correlation,
cannot be muchyounger. Wherethere is multicellular life, wheredifferent phyla co-exist and
compete,there is, there has to be, the articulation of meaning. Only the inert is mute. Only
total death has no statement to make.
I r~^vz ~OTVNnLNOW
used the word language.
An enormous mass of information, of extreme
subtlety and specificity, is formulated, transmitted, received and understood at every point
in the life-process. Non-linguistic codes have a
far longer history than man. Gesture, bodily
stance, the display of certain colours not only
precede language but continue to surround and,
as it were, infiltrate it at every level (a deafmute in mourning garb is making an emphatic
and possibly quite complexstatement). A world
without words can be, and where organic forms
are present must be, a world full of messages.
Language is only one, and probably the most
recent, of a great sumof expressive codes. Not
only do these other codes persist; they maywell
oudive language. A post-humanplanet, so long
as zoological phenomena
endure, will teem with
significant, conventionalised communicationas
did the earth in the palaeozoic. After manthere
will not be silence.
But the uniqueness of language, the fact that
it has existed over what is by geological and
biological standards a paltry time-span, the fact
that it is only one specialised mechanism
of information-storage and conveyanceamonga host
of others, is crucial. It directs us to the decisive
recognition that language and manare correlate, that they imply and necessitate each other.
Other codes used by higher animals may be
of remarkablesophistication; in certain regards,
such as the memorisation and exact decipherment of scent and sound, they maybe speedier
and more economic than speech. But they are
not like language. Language, with its genius
and limitations, is unique to man. No other
signal-system is at all comparable, or as Noam
Chomsky says, "language appears to be
a unique phenomenon, without significant
analogue in the animal world.’’~ One cannot
overstate this fundamentalall-determining point.
Not at a time whenit is the fashion to describe
manas a "naked ape" or a biological species
ZNoamChomsky,in Languageand Mind (~968).
~ This notion of the philosophically"scandalous"
nature of the future tense is explored by Ernst
Bloch in Das Prinzip Hoffnung(~959), and his
Tiitu’ngenerEinldtungin die Philosophic(1963).
*Cf. Thorleif Boman:Das hebra~sche Denken
im Vergleichmit demgriechischen(i965).

whose main motives of conduct are territorial
in the animal sense. The Darwinism of such
arguments is more naive than that of T. H.
Huxleywho,towards the close of his life, noted
that nothing in the theory of natural selection
had accountedfor the root fact of humanspeech.
We are, as Hesiod and Xenophon may have
been amongthe first to say, "an animal, a lifeform that speaks." Or, as Herder put it, ein
Geschtp/ der Sprache--a "language creature"
and, at the same time, a creation of language.
Man’s "manness," human identity as he can
state it to himself and to others, is a speechfunction. This is the condition that separates
him, by an immensegpa, from.all other animate beings. Languageis his quiddity and determines his pre-eminence. Other species build
and war; others develop kinship patterns and
have devised the mysteryof play. Some,if evidence is right, mayeven produce rudiments of
non-functional art. In blood-chemistryand lifecycle, primates are man’s proximate shadow.But
he alone speaks language or,,,as Chomskyformulates it, does not select a signal from a
finite behaviouralrepertoire, innate or learned."
No view of man’s nature which fails to register
this essential distinction, whichfails to makeof
our inwardand outwardlinguistic state its starting-point, is adequateto the facts.

The Implications
of a Scandal
HE IMPLICATIONS
are so numerous and
far-reaching that we are often hardly aware
of them. It requires a fairly strenuous act of
extrapolation to see our-primarily linguistic
dimension, to step momentarilyoutside our own
skin.
Man’scapacity to articulate a future tense-in itself a metaphysicaland logical scandal--his
ability and need to "dream forward," to hope,
makehim unique? Such capacity is inseparable
from grammar, from the conventional power of
language to exist in advance of that which it
designates. Our sense of the past, not as immediately, innately acquired reflexes, but as a
shaped selection of remembrance, is again
radically linguistic. History, in the humansense,
4 Noanimal reis a language-net cast backward.
membershistorically; its temporality is the
eternal present tense of the speechless. Our
sexuality is shot through with the stimulus and
"competingreality", of langug.a e It maywall be
that our love-makingdoes not differ very much
from that of the great apes. But this is to say
litde. Through its verbalised imaginings,
through the rich context of pre-physical and
para-physical erotic exchangein whichit takes
place, humanintercourse (a term obviously akin

T
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The Language Animal
to "discourse") has a profoundlylinguistic character. 5 Correlatively, changesof verbal convention, removalsor alterations of speechtaboos in
regard to erotic statement, affect our most intimate, our most immediately physiological
sexual conduct. Oneneed only note the correlations between onanism and interior speech or
monologueto realise that eros is, in man, a
complexidiom, a semantic act involving the entirety of the persona.
If recent structural anthropologyis right (and
its hypotheses in fact elaborate the suppositions of Leibniz and Herder), those kinship
models, those conventions of mutual ideatification which underlie all humansociety,
dependvitally on, the availability and growth
of language. Mans passage from a natural to
a cultural state--the single majoract in his history--is at every point interwoven with his
speech faculties. Incest taboos and the conseuent kinship systems that make possible the
efinition and bio-social survival of a community, do not precede language. They most
probably evolve with and through it. Wecannot
prohibit that which we cannot name. Exogamic
or endogamicmarriage rules can only be formulated and, what is no less important, transmitted where an adequate syntax and verbal
taxonomyexist. Languageforms quite literally
underlie and perpetuate humanbehaviour. The
prevalence of promiscuous mating and incest
in animals, a prevalence which makesit impossible to speak of "animal cultures" in any but a
loosely metaphoric way, is almost certainly a
°function of the absence of animal languages.

q

I wourn ~o rORTHrR.Our mechanismsof identity-the enormouslyintricate proceduresof recognition and delimitation which allow me to
say that I am I, to experience myself, and
which, concomittantly, bar me from "experiencing you" except by imaginative projection,
by art inferential fiction of similitude--are
thoroughly grounded in the fact of language.
I suspect that these mechanismsevolved slowly
and agonisingly, perhaps over millennia. The
recognition of self as against "otherness" is an
achievementof formidable difficulty and consequence. The legends of reciprocal denomination
which we find all over the earth 0acob and the
s It is for this reasonthat suchdefendersof Sade
as RolandBarthes argue that extreme eroticism
alwaysrepresentsa linguistic act.
a Yvan Simonls, Claude l_~ui-Strauss ou la
"’Passion
de l’Inceste"(1968).
r Noone concernedwith the philosophyof language can afford to overlook Dr. BrunoBettelhelm’s study of autistic children in The Empty
Fortress(1967).
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Angel, Oedipus and the Sphinx, Roland and
Oliver), the motif of mortal combat which
ceases only whenthe antagonists reveal their
own names or name each other in an exchange
of certified identity, mayhave in them the
shadowy intimation of a long doubt: who am
I, who are you, howare we to knowthat our
identities are stable, that weshall not flow into
"otherness" as do wind and light and water?
Even now, identity remains a threatened possession: in the autistic child (so critical a case
for anyoneinterested in the interdependenceof
language and humanity) and in the schizoid,
certainty of self has failed to mature or has
brokendown.7 In constant affirmation of ego, we
pro’ect~ on other humanbeings the silhouette
of ourpresence.Thewhole,, process,,,, statement..
of self and responseby the non-self, Is dlalecuc
in structure and linguistic in nature. Speechis
the systole and diastole of sustained being;
it gives inward and outward proof. I establish and preserve myexperience of self by
a stream of internalised address. I realise my
unconscious, so far as dreams or the sudden
rifts of delirium permit, by listening for and
amplifying "upward" shreds of discourse, of
verbal static, from the dim and middle of the
psyche. Wedo not speak to ourselues so much
as speal( ourselves. Weprovide our selfconsciousness with its only and constandy renewedguarantee of particular survival by beaming a current of words inward. Even when we
are outwardly mute, speech is active within and
our skull is like an echo-chamber.Correspondingly, we establish the existence of l’autre, and
our existence for it, by meansof linguistic give
and take. All dialogue is a proffer of mutual
cognisanceand a strategic re-definition of self.
The Angel names Jacob at the end of their
long match, the Sphinx compels Oedipus to
name himself, to knowhimsdf as man. Nothing destroys us more surely than the silence
of another humanbeing. Hence Lear’s insensate fury against Cordelia, or Kafka’s insight
that several havesurvivedthe songof the Sirens,
but nonetheir silence.
muchdeeper than semanour identity is a first person pronoun,
Monotheism,that transcendental magnification
of the image of the humanself, acknowledges
this truth whenit defines Godby a grammatical
tautology: "I am that I am." Neo-Platonism
and Gnosticism take the process of linguisticontological relationship a step further: "I am
the Word,the Logosthat calls itself and all else
into immediate being. I create the world by
naming it." Adamis nearest to the divine
nature, is most wholly in God’s image, when
he re-enacts this lexical poiesis: "whatsoever
IN A SENSE THAT CUTS
tics,
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and keeping, may well have come muchlater.
Weshall never know. But the question should
be seen for what it is: when we ask when or
how language began, we are in fact asking
"what are the origins of man’s humanity"?
Because of this overlap, because any theory
of the coming of language is a theory about
man’s entrance into history, about his passage
from an unchangingbiological present into the
grammarof past, present and fiature, recem
workin linguistics, genetics and social anthro"When" and "How"
pology exhibits interesting points of contact.
rlS "wrtrN"
^ND "HOW" of this
Andit might just be that Chomskyoverstates
uniqueness have been ~e subj~t of endless
the case whenhe says that neither physics nor
s~afion. From Plato to ~e present, my~s biology can give us any clue.
and ~ries a~ut ~e origins of human s~ch
It no longer seems that cranial volumeis by
abound. Wese~ no nearer to ~ answer.
itself decisive to man’sachievementof humanity.
matters is the developmentand activation
Honestyforces us to admit [writes Chomsky] What
(or
development
through activation) of electro¯ at we are as ~ t~ay as D~ca~ was three
chemical hook-ups between as manyas possible
cen~i~ ago ~om~d~standing just what enables a h~an to s~ak in a way that is ~ova- of the ca. one hundredmillion cells in the brain.
Gradations of intensified humanitymaybe seen
tivc, ~ce ~om st~us ~n~ol, ~d al~ ap~
as a function of the enlarged use of the cortex.
priate ~d coher~... Nei~er physics nor bi~
1o~ nor psycholo~ ~v~ us any cme as to how Understoodsomatically, Nietzsche’s imperative
to de~ wi~ ~em ~.
werde was du bist signifies "harness more and
more of your cortex, activate more and more of
It ~y ~ ~at a~ enqui~ ~to ~e origins and
the total potential of filaments and contact points
det~t
substructure
~ l~age
has
betweenneural centres." Presumably,the entire
skied a c~d~al d~e~: to enquire ~to ~e
process is one of feed-back:as the needle "finds"
so~ees of l~age by using lan~age (what
and deepens into sound previously impercepo~er ~s~ents ~ve we?) ~y, necess~ily,
tible grooves, so new cerebral requirements enbe a c~lm pr~ess, a juggling wi~ m~s.
gender or trigger newcircuits. Life is a coming
Umble,conceptually, to ~anscend its own lininto being--moreor less achieved--of the poten~istic t~ms of re~ence, the question ~gs
tial sdf.
any conceivable ~sw~. ~gining, as we do,
In this self-sustaining dynamism,information
verb~y, it may ~ im~ssible for us to formuis of the essence. Its storage, coding, transmislate a condition prior to words. Wecan, ~orsion, and reception are the anatomy of con~y, state such a priority, but it wi~ ~ void
sciousness. (This allows one to say, at a more
of active meaningas is a blind ~n’s notion of
obvious level, that the larger a man’s vocabucolo~. It may~ that the entre image of "linlary, the moreresourceful his syntax, the greater
~istic ~adualism," of a stage by stage advance will be his possession of self an,d. the sum o!
~ompre- or prot~lin~istic man to ~e ~ticureality on which he can draw.)s Information’
late ~ing we know, is naive in the extr~e.
is the key term in those modelsnowbeing used
If ~e concepts of "man" and of "l~age" are
by both molecular biology and linguistics. I
interdependent for ~e~ ~istence, "pre-lanrealise that the striking analogies of idiom in
~age man" is a mean~gless ch~a. Man
these two disciplines are, in part, a result of
b~omesmanas he enters on a lin~isfic stage.
shared metaphor,that they ought not to be overAt ~e outmt, ~ ~e pen~bra of di~se, ~temphasised.But they are also, in part, cognitive,
ened identi~, spe~h was probably f~used
and one cannot deny the possibility of mutual
inward; man d~l~ed h~sdf oMy to himrelevance?
self. V~bal ~change, ~e pa~iMrelease o~ ~e
treasure of words ~to ano~ man’s h~ring
Ix DOES
^vying, on present and manifestly preliminary evidence, as if certain dectro-chemical
and neuro-chemical processes of mental life
S As early as the i~oo$ "stir-improvement"
might be "semantically" structured. Sensory incoursesand nostrumsbegancapitalising on the input, storage, scanning and subsequent response
sight
that "more words will makeyou a bigger
~’
seem to occur in some kind of syntactical
man.
9 Cf. E. H. Lenneberg,"ABiological Perspective sequence; neither the neuro-chemistry of the
humanbrain nor any humanlanguage seems to
of Language"in NewDirections in the Study o[
Language0966).
contain what modernlinguists call "structureAdamcalled every living creature, that was the
namethereof .... "
In short, the least inadequate defir~ition we
can arrive at of the genus homo,the definition
that fully distinguishes him from all neighbouring life-forms, is this: manis a zoon phonanta,
a language-animal. Andthere is no other like
him.

T
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The Lang tage Animal
independent operations." This may be an iraportant clue. There seemsto be, in a sense more
than imagistic, a grammarof life-processes, an
organic templet from whosesequential organisation and genetic activity in man language
naturally arises. Language,in turn, reacts on,
feeds backto, its physiologicalmatrix. Or to put
it another way, the use of language of itself
activates the substratum of linguistic potentiality. Moreand more synapses, more and more
fibres of interrelation are wokeninto being. In
the use of metaphor--a fact of language which
Plato recognised as somehowcrucial to human
excellence--the neuro-physiological and the
verbal seem to touch very closely. Metaphor
ignites a newarc of perceptive energy.It reaates
hitherto unrelated areas of experience; such new
relation mayhave a direct organic counterpart
as hitherto separate centres of memory
and scan’’1°
ning in the cortex are brought"into circuit.
Information, feed-back, coding and de-coding,
punctuation so as to ensure the right read.ing
of electro-chemical messages--these are nouons
shared, at least in part, by molecular biology
and generative grammar. The coincidence, in
time, of the break-through in genetics and of
modernstructural linguistics from Saussure to
uHarris and Chomskydoes not look accidental,
An intimation of life as language, as transmitted information, was in the air. The two
currents are congruent. If, as Chomsky
proposes,
linguistic universals--those orderings which
allow us immediately to differentiate what is
possible in a language from what is not-"must simply be a biological property of the
humanmind," then it is likely that the biology
of the mindis itself "syntactical. ’’1~ Genetics
wouldbe, as somealready assert, a special case
of information theory. Undoubtedly the relevant ~.hysics and chemistry are of an order of
complicatiou beyondour present grasp; and it
maywell be that our whole concept of what is
"physical" and "material" mayhave to be rethought and made far subtler than it now is.
10 Cf. E. H. Lenneberg,Biological Foundations
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But in that future psycho-physiology,the matter
of the biological foundations of language will
play a decisive role. Wemaycome to understand how, and in what ways, the levels of
genetic specificity and sophistication at workin
humanheredity carry with them--and are carried by--a unique communicative code. In a
manner we cannot as yet formulate, with our
blunt tools of introspection, it may be that
human speech is in some way a counterpart
to that decoding and translation of the neurochemical idiom which defines and perpetuates
our biological existence. The next dimensionof
psychology, the step that mayat last take us
beyond a primitive mind/body empiricism,
could well be semantic.

A SUBSIDIARY, THOUGHHARDLYLESS difficult, set
of questions arises from the fact of the multiplicity of human languages. Whyso many?
(Three thousand according to someclassifications, nearly four thousandaccordingto others.)
The myth of Babel suggests an early awareness
that there is a puzzle here, a curious mysteryof
waste. But even in Humboldt’s great essay,
Ueber die Verschiedenheit des Menschlichen
Sprachbaues(i83o-35), the question is not posed
with sufficient rigour or pressed home.
Why this fantastic
diversity
of human
tongues, makingit difficult for communities,
often geographically proximate and racially or
culturally similar, to communicate?Howcan
such exceedingvariety have arisen if, as transformational grammarpostulates and biology
hints, the underlying grid, the neuro-physiological grooves, are common
to all menand, indeed occasion their humanityWhy,as carriers
of the same essential molecular information,
do we not speak the same language or a small
numberof languages corresponding, say, to the
small numberof genuinely identifiable ethnic
TM
types?
Noone has comeup with a satisfactory hypothesis, and it is a signal weaknessin generative
grammar that Chomskyand his colleagues do
not recognise the full scope and importance of
ot L~,~g,,age
(I9@).
u It is ProfessorZellig Harris of the University the question. How"universal," in fact, are their
invariants? Andif linguistic universals are a
of Pennsylvaniawhoinitiates the newlinguistics
simple, determined biological datum, why the
in his Method¢
in StructuralLinguistics (i95i).
immense number and consequent mutual in~Cf. NoamChomsky’sdiscussion with Stuart
Hampshire(The Ia’stener, 30
comprehensibility of local transformations?
). MayI968
10 For a recent treatmentof this "particolarismo Natural and evolutionary mechanismsare, in
arcalco’"see FerruccioRossi-Landi"ldeologiedella
general, economic. The great variety of fauna
rdativat~linguistica"(Ideologic4, x968)and flora is by no meansinefficient; it represents a naturally selected, maximalised efficiency of adjustment to local need and ecology.
Wecannot say the sameof the world’s profusion
of mutually incomprehensibletongues. There is
But so anti-economic a phenomenondoes seem
a stubborn mystery here, and one that maylead
to meto require further explanationand, possibly,
*a very long way back3
an entirely different theoretic model.
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Evidencesuggests that, if anything, the number of different languages was even higher in
the past than it is now. Within living memory,
scores of ancient and elaborate languages have
been snuffed out. There are manySouth Ameriman Indian languages which live, today, only
in the recollection, often imperfect, of a handful of informants. The pressures of technological uniformity and the ever-increasing premium
put on
. rapid, unambiguous
communication,.
. .
are eroding the language atlas. Does this d~mmution, this likelihood of an evengreater linguistic proliferation in the past, give a lead? We
don’t know. One can imagine, but without much
cogency, a state in which verbal articulation
was almost completelyprivate or esoteric. Each
moreor less closed knot of humanbeings, each
clan of kinship nucleus on its wayto becoming
a society, may have had its own speech and
guarded the magic of that speech from contamination. Weknowstill of communities which
use an ancient idiom internally while sharing a
more recent vulgate with their neighbours. We
have no facts to go by, and scarcely any hypotheses. But I repeat: no irfformation theory, no
model of the growth into being of humanconsciousness, will be convincinguntil it accounts
for the profoundly startling, "anti-economic"
multiplicity of languagesspokenon this crowded
planet.
From Spinoza

to Kafka

AN INTELLECTUAL
re-orientation
is identified and seen as a coherent whole
only after it has manifesteditself locally and in
apparently unrelated forms. Lookingback now
to the years just before the first WorldWar,to
the simultaneous developmentsin linguistics,
symbolic logic, and mathematical philosophy,
we can recognise the beginnings of a "language
revolution." A new theory of meaning and of
the central role of the linguistic in manand
culture were at work in a wide range of sensibility and formal pursuit. ~ Today,from the vanrage-point of the synthesis put forward by L~viStrauss and Chomsky,or looking back from the
shrewd histrionics of John Cage, we can see
that very different energies and interests were
in fact meshing towards a commonimpact.

O

FTEBI

as Alreadyin I9O3,in The Principles oJ Mathematics, Bertrand Russell wrote: "The study of
grammar,in myopinion, is capable of throwing
far morelight on philosophical questions than is
commonly
supposedby philosophers."
16The complete text of Mauthner’s 3-volume
treatise appearedin i9~3. The wealth and seriousness of its argumentshaveuntil nowscarcely been
followedup.

It is in Central Europe,particularly in Vienna
and Prague between ca. ~9oo and i925 that the
"language revolution" takes place at the
deepest, most consequentiallevel. Like mosttrue
revolutions, it has behindit a distinctive failure
of nerve. The new linguistics arise from a
drastic crisis of language; the mindloses confidence in the act of communication
itself. This
crisis produceda set of works,closely related in
time and place of composition, which are unquestionably amongthe few classics of our dishevelled century. I meanHofrnannsthal’s Lord
ChandosLetter which, as early as ~9o2, poses
the problem of the deepening gap between language and meaning, between the poet’s addiction to personal truth and the eroded mendacities of his idiom; and Hofmannsthal’s Der
Schwierige in which the protagonist, whohas
survived live burial in the trenches, finds ordinary chatter and the lofty rhetoric of politics a
hideous "indecency." The language-polemics of
Karl Kraus. one of the few instances in literature of a poetry of contempt, belong to this
sphere; as does Kraus’ maniocal conviction that
clarity and purity of syntax are the ultimate test
of a society. There is Fritz Mauthner’s great
work, Beitr~ge zu einer Kriti k ~
der Sprache,
in whichthe very survival of languageas a conveyor of verifiable meaning and personal responsibility is put in question. Wittgenstein’s
Tractatus and the linguistic-logical exercises of
the ViennaCircle are intimately related to the
sensibility of Kraus or Mauthner. The latter’s
notion of the "unspeakable," of that whichlies
necessarily outside language, closely parallels
Wittgenstein’s rubric of "the mystical" and the
closing proposition of the Tractatus.
The same "language crisis" was at work in
the arts: in Morgenstern’s Nightsong oJ the
Fish--a poemof absolute silence, madevisible
onlythroughpros,o.dic .,ma, r,kings overblank,yet
somehowextant, ’audible syllables--or in the
fictions of Kafka. No writer has ever made of
the resistance of language to truth, of the impossibility of adequate humancommunication,
a more honest, a more eloquent statement.
Kafka used every word, in a language which he
experienced as alien, as if he had purloined it
from a secret, dwindling store and had to bring
it back before morning intact. HermannBroch
elaborated Kafka’s parables on the temptations
of silence. The Death of Virgil marks the end
of the contract betweenimagination and reality
on whichthe classic novel was based. In it the
poet comesto recognise in the act of poetry, in
a commitmentto language, a blasphemyagainst
life and the needs of man.One wsuld also want
to include in this context the newuses of silence
in the music of Schfnberg and Webern, and in
particular the "failure of the word"whichis the
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dramatic substance and climax of SchSnberg’s
Moses und Aron.
Obviously,there are forerunnersto this extraordinary revaluation of language, to this Central European school of silence. If H61derlin, Rimbaud, and Mallarm6 emerge as the
begetters of the modern, it is because modernism expressed itself as a questioning of the
medium,because it madeof its works a constant
subversionof the very possibility of stated form.
For this tactic the notorious silences of H61derlin and Rimbaud,and the hermetic sparsities of
Mallarm6provided an accredited precedent. But
the Vienna-Prague movement had a ~rimmer
quality.It was.in the grip of spirituatterror.
.
In these philosophers, poets and critics was
manifest the realisation, crystallised by the
catastrophe of world war, that humanism,as it
had energised Europeanconsciousness since the
Renaissance, was in a process of collapse. Karl
Kraus’ premonition of new dark ages, Kafka’s
eerily exact pre-vision of the holocaust, spring
from an acute diagnosis of the break-downof
liberal humanism.In Auto-da-[3, Elias Canetti
produced the representative fable of speechcivilisation goingto violent ruin. Precisely because language had beert so central a mediumof
humane!!~eracy, of the classic legacy of culture, the language crisis" concentrated a more
general devaluation. In the hollowness and
death of the word, Mauthner, Wittgenstein,
and Broch observed the malady of a whole
civilisation. (The dominantrole of Jews in this
movementof terror and genius would be worth
assessing. Did the Jew have an especial affinity
to the life of language, the written wordhaving
been, for so long, his primary homeland?)
Two OTHERCONrrUVORA~qEOUS
directions of
thought becameimplicated in the "language revolution." These were the Moscow(later,
Prague)circle of linguistic study, with its strong
interest in the poetic and philosophic facets of
lan~paage; and the practic~ of lo~ical-semantic
anatysis we associate with G. E. Moore and
Bertrand Russell. ThroughRussell’s misreading
of the Tractatus--a
misreading perhaps
strategic, perhaps unavoidable in view of the
obsessive guardedness of Wittgenstein’s religiosity and ultimate ethical purpose--the
Vienna-Prague movementand Cambridgephilosophy overlapped. Wittgenstein’s personal
career becamethe symbol of that somewhatunnatural but creative meshing. In turn, via the
work and teaching of such "Moscowlinguists"
17 V. Ehrlich’s Russian Formalism, HistoryDoctrine 0955), and 1. Vachek’sThe Linguistic
School o[ Prague(i966) remainthe best guides
this development.

as RomanJakobson, a more technical study of
morphology, grammar, and semantics came to
influence the general conceptof language.17 (Here
again, there is a formidablyinteresting piece of
intellectual history to be written. Mayone raise
the question, for instance, of a possible relationship betweer~homosexualityand certain theories
of language as a "game," as a complexof internalised conventions and mirrorings?)
Whateverthe variousness and complication of
background, the main fact is clear: there
occurred in the first quarter of this century a
crisis of language and a re-examination o£ language in the light of that crisis. Weare now
beginningto be able to judge its range and consequences.I want to touch briefly on three areas
of obvious impact: the philosophic, the psychological, and the literary.

TheLogicians
cognition, that the
process by whichmanperceives and relates
to the world, is, at bottom, a matter of language, is not novel. In the xxth century Peter
Damian gave it pointed expression when he
argued that even man’s fall into paganismwas
owing to a flaw of grammar: because heathen
speech has a plural for the word "deity,"
wretched humankindcame to conceive of many
gods. A similar notion of linguistic totality is
implicit in Lenin’s query: "History of thought:
history of language?" Indeed, one can reasonably divide the history of philosophy between
those epistemologies that stress the substantiality, the exterior verifiability and concrete
objectification of humanexperience, and those
that emphasisethe creative or confining wholeness of their ownmeansof statement, i.e., which
see manreaching out to reality and inward to
himself only so far as language (perhaps his
particular language) allows. The distinction is
a very rough one precisely because even the
most "realistic,"
the most pragmatically
oriented phenomenology
will, where it is being
honest and severe with itself, be uneasily aware
of its own verbal idiom. No metaphysic is
speechless, none escapes from its ownvernacular into somerealm of pure material evidence.
Muchof the lasting vitality of Platonismlies
in its subtle realisation of this necessarysolipsism. Platonismturns on the act of designation,
on man’s compulsive ability to recognise and
map the world according to agreed nomenclature and definition. It focusesoti the powerof
metaphor to reorganise experience by conjoining previously disparate recognitions. The
quarrel of Platonism with certain modes of
fiction and dramatic mimeis a quarrel with a
rival, potentially anarchic mapping.Scholasti-
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cism, in this respect more Neo-Platonic than
Aristotelian, frequently identifies being with
statement. The summaof words and of accessible reality are one. Each authenticates the
other. Hencethe literal importanceof the image
of "the book of life": that book is a lexicon
in whichnamesand realities a/firm each other’s
true existence. For Isidore of Sevil, etymology
is history because the origins of wordsand that
of the objects they articulate are ontologically
cormected. Whenmortals ’speak they call into
being whatever of the world is accessible to
their senses and understanding. The exercise
of humanlanguage enacts, albeit on a microscopically humblescale, ,the Divine reflex o,f
creation, the Logos or ’speaking into being’
of the universe. Medievalsensibility and the
verba.1 focus of Talmudic and Cabbalistic
exegesis, left their impress on Spinoza. Convinced, as Descartes was,:s that humancontroversies and confusions are, in essence, a matter
of failed communication,of definitions not made
or adhered to with sufficient rigour, Spinoza
aimed at a grammarof truth. Wherewe define
our terms closely, where we relate these terms
in consistent propositions, we shall be able to
put questions to which God--or his echoing
aggregate which is the world--will give valid
reply. One can relate the underlying tone of
spirit in Spinoza’sTractatus to that of Wittgenstein by glossing the meaningof "’Fall" (case);
where Wittgenstein says "’Die Welt ist alles,
was der Fall ist’" (the world is everything that
is the ease), Spinoza seems to be saying that
the world is that which we can take cognisance
of only if the syntax, the grammatical"case,"
of our discoursewith it is rightly inflected. (Is
there not, I wonder, an even deeper overlap at
work here, an awareness that der Fall is also
"the fall," that "the case of man"is his fallen
condition--a condition whosefatal consequences
were Babel and the maddeningdifficulties we
find in seeking to communicatewith each other
and with reality.)
Twoother elements in Spinoza s, analytics
proved prophetic. These are the pursuit of a
mathematicalmodal, the belief that the moreit
operates like a set of mathematicalaxiomsand
demonstrations, the nearer will language be to
fulfilling its potential for truth; and the related
ls"si de verborumsignificatione inter philosophossemperconveniret [ere omnesitlorum controverslaetolerentur."(RegulaeXII, 5")
"Almostall controversywouldcease if there was
agreementbetweenphilosophers as to the meaning
of terms."
19 See, for example,GeorgeDalgarnos’ .4rs Signorum(I66I), and BishopWilkins’Essay towardsa
real characterand a philosophicallanguage(1668)
for a proposalof a universal sign language.

concept of a genuine lingua communis, of a
philosophic esperanto in which all menwould
--as in algebra--be attaining undoubted conclusions by the use of aa agreed, uniquely meaningful code.TM Bothideas werefi’uitful. Via Leibniz’s work in the calculus and Leibniz’s conjectures about a universal idiom perhaps
founded on Chinese ideograms, they carry over
into the symbolic logic and generative grammars
of the zoth century. Both are attempts to return to Edenicsemantics, to that thorough concurrence between word and object which
markedlanguage before the fall, and before the
malediction of mutual incomprehensibility at
Babel.
POsT-NI~.a’ZSCrlBAN
PHILOSOPHY
is largely and
self-proclaimedly linguistic. It has, by a deliberate tactic of retrenchment, gathered its
strength in what traditional philosophies classified as the vital but only instrumental discipline of logic. Wittgenstein’s famousdescription
o£ philosophic activity as "speech therapy," and
his statement "all philosophyis critique of language," covers much of modern ground. The
Principia Mathematica, Wittgenstein’s ownInvestigations, Austin’s Sense and Sensibilia, the
work of Professor Quine, represent a recul pour
mieux sauter. After the word-epics of i9thcentury philosophy, a~ter the literal vastness of
argument in Hegel, Schopenhauer, and Zarathustra, a gooddeal of the best in contemporary
philosophy embodiesa reflex of asceticism, a
fastidious severity often mathematicalin mien.
Thus symbolic logi~ and the numberingof propositions in the Tractatus instance a comparable search for the clarity and demonstrable
coherence of algebraic argument. Here again,
Spinoza’s Ethics maybe seen as a distant precedent.
ABOUT
OURSELVES
and about
"other" or "outside" the self are,
first of all, statements. Howthey are madeup,
the rules that govern their usage and translation, their incompletions--theseare felt to consdtute the proper m~tier of philosophy. But that
m&ieris itself a matter of statement. Hencethe
inherently self-conscious, unstable relations of
the philosopher and of the philosophical process
to the object of his or its activity. Philosophyis
meta-language, a kind of discourse about the
possibilities and nature of commonor, as the
case maybe, special discourse. Like the diamondcutter, the philosopher-linguist is a craftsman
whose tools-are ~ade of the same substance
as that which he works on. It is his heuristic
job to make this solution explicit, to make
us aware of our skin and thus, at least by
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virtue of momentarymental exercise, able to
step outside it while insisting, simultaneously,
that we cannot really do so. The best of modern
philosophy has something of the penetrating
but disembodied incandescence of a beam of
light trapped, "imploded," betweenmirrors.
This, of course, is not the wholestory. The
common
charge brought against linguistic philosophyis, precisely, its reductiveness,its refusal
to acknowledgeas philosophically relevant such
areas as politics, aesthetics, morals, or metaphysics in the old sense. The laser may cut
deep but its focus is absurdly narrow and its
insights are, in the last analysis, no better than
formal. By demandingcriteria of coherence and
proof imitative of mathematicsand, therefore,
quite inapplicable to most patterns of human
conduct and aspiration, modernphilosophy has
abdicated from a consideration of life and has
itself becomeart esoteric game.Chess does not
assist mankindin its racked search for transcendentvalues.
This is obviouslya serious accusation. It underlies the estrangementof "pure" from general - ¯
or "innocendyverbalised" philosophy. There is
a sense in which both Quine and Sartre are
philosophers;but that sense is too diffuse to be
of muchworth or to induce normal collaboration. To a philosopher-linguist, most of what
a Sartre or an Ernst Bloch produces is simply
non-sense.Theintellectual and social cost of this
divorcement is probably high. Neverthdess,
the "language revolutiort" in philosophy has
been fiercely educative and will not be undone.
The somewhatfatuous na’ivet$ about the nature
and limitations of the verbal idiom that led to
the style of a Bergson or a Heidegger need not
recur. Weshall not see again leviathans of
print that declare themselves systematic and
demonstrative of truth by mere rhetorical fiat
(how thick the dust lies on the tomes of Karl
Jaspers). Moreover,even whereit excludes traditional moral disputation, even where it questions the truth-function of ethical propositions,
a language-therapy such as Wittgenstein’s is a
distinctly moral act: by demandingacute selfawareness, by forcing us to put the cards of
belief on the table, by makingof e, very perception a scruple and a risk. Paul Valery’s fable of
epistemology, M. Teste, beautifully renders the
relevant asceticism, the thorny elegance which
equates a non sequitur, a petitio principii, or a
failure to define one’s terms with bad manners.
Andthough it avoids the grand operatics of
theology, linguistic philosophy has made of
this exclusion an act of deeply suggestive inference. What lies outside language ought not
to be spoken of, cannot be spoken of without
.Letter to Paul Engelmann,
9 April ~917
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gross falsification, but it is by no meansnegated.
As Wittgenstein wrote in x9x7: "Nothing is
lost if one does not seek to say the unsayable.
Instead, that which cannot be spoken is--unspeakably---containedin ’’2°
that whichis said l
This assertion makes the Tractatus heir to
the anti-rhetoric of Kierkegaard and to Tolstoy’s hatred of "style."
By underlining and probing the linguistic
anatomyof humanconsciousness, the languagephilosophers have made our sense of identity
and reach more modest, more vulnerable, but
also subtler. Like Monsieur Jourdain we all
knownowthat we speak prose, and this vulgate
condition determines muchof our sense of the
world. But where such awareness penetrates
more traditional and substantive forms of
philosophic argument as, for example, in the
writings of Merleau-Ponty, art unmistakable
finesse and strength result. A reoccupation of
relinquished terrain maylie ahead, a fresh advance from meta-language into language. If it
takes place, it will do so in a stoic, highly
trained coguisance of the conventionality, of
the solipsism of all philosophic statement (of
any significant statement tout court). The
equilibrist will moveahead with his eyes open.
The Hopi World
r~Y uor~ELoF Tr~ER~JrrS of the mind leads
back to an explicit or undeclared psychology. Underneathevery logic and epistemology,
howeverprescriptive and neutral they maybe,
we find a theory of consciousness. It is at the
intersections .between philosophy and psychology that the newlinguistics (or those branches
called "psycho-linguistics" and "ethno-linguistics") is proving of great importance. Fundamental to the current approach is a postulate
associated with the work of Benjamin Lee
Whorlon "language, thought and reality" and,
in particular, on the Hopi language-family of
the Americansouth-west. It is a postulate at
once self-evident and formidablysuggestive:
The formsof a person’s thoughts are controlled
by inexorable laws of pattern of which he is
unconscious.Thesepatterns are the unperceived
intricate systematisationsof his ownlanguage---shownreadily enoughby a candid comparison
and contrast with other languages, especially
those of a different linguistic family. His thinking itself is in a language--inEnglish, in Sanskrit, in Chinese. Andevery languageis a vast
pattern-system, different fromothers, in which
are culturally ordainedthe formsand categories
by which the personality not only communicates, but also analysesnature, noticesor neglects
types of relationship and phenomena,channels
his reasoning, and builds the houseof his consciousness.
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The argument is that every human being’s
world picture and the specific sumof such picatures in his society are a linguistic function?
If different cultures havedifferent waysof mapping space and time, of qualifying motion and
states of being, if a Hopi Indian can (as Whorl
controversiallyinsisted) obtain a better intuitive
grasp of certairt thought-pictures in Einsteinian
physics than can most English-speakers, the
reason is that his languagehas prepared the requisite and appropriate grooves of sensation.
Different tongues generate and programme
different life-forms. A given language selects
particular donn3es. Where Bergson and Chomsky assume donn3es imm3diates de la conscience, Whorfis pointing to the gradually
evolving, mediate dementsof culture, history,
social adaptation. Each language derives certain conventionsof recognition, certain rules of
relationship or antithesis from a manifold,
initially random or chaotic potential. Conversely, where definitions break down, where
syntax dissolves, the old chaosreturns, either in
the pathologyof an individual or in the collapse
=
of a society.
Our language is our windowon life. It determines for its speaker the dimensions, perspective and horizon of a part of the total
landscape of the world. Of a part. Nospeech,
howeverample its vocabulary, howeverrefined
and adventurous its grammar,can organise the
entire potential of experience. None,be it ever
so sparse and rudimentary, fails to give some
usable grid. The more we learn about languages, the more are we made aware of the
particularity, of the vital idiosyncrasies, of any
one language-vision. Thus so much of that
characteristic Westernsense of time as vectored
flow, of sequential causality, of the irreducible
status of the individual, is inseparable from the
bone-structure, from the lucid but probably
over-abstract patterns of Indo-Europeansyntax.
Wecan locate in these patterns the substrata of past-present-future, of subject-verbobject, of pronomial disjunction between ego
and collectivity, that shape so manyelements

in Westernmetaphysics, religion, and politics.
Throughtheir wealth of singular designation-thcir delicately gradeddiscriminationsof colour,
scent, and local form--through the subtle grammatical co-ordinates by which they locate different states of action at different points in
space, numerousso-called "primitive" languages
exploit possibilities of feeling and response
=
which we have left fallow.
To learn a language beside one’s native
idiom, to penetrate its syntax, is to open for
oneself a second windowon the landscape of
being. It is to escape, even if only partially,
from the confinementof the apparendy obvious,
from the intolerant poverty, so corrosive just
because one is unconscious of it, of a single
focus and monochromelens.
The consequencesfor psychologyare drastic.
It is doubtful whether any normative, generalised psychologyof the kind found, for example,
in Lockeian rationalism, cuts very deep. A
psychologyis topographic. It is a piece of local
inventory and description, more or less complete, more or less accomplishedin its techniques of excavation and projection. It maps
mental operations, habits of feeling, conventions of self-awareness and "otherness" as they
prevail throughouta culture or, at the largest,
family of cultures. Whereconsciousness communicates with itself
and outward in a
thoroughlydifferent linguistic context, a different
psycho~’og~rmaybe in order. There are few universals, fewer I imagine, than classic humanism
and Cartesian-Chomskian models of the common man assume. Even the most "obvious,"
deeply incised concepts and rules of manipulation in the humanpsyche seem to acquire,
immediatelyabove the neurological level, local
specifications and historical-cultural singularities. It may well be that there is only one
universal the incest taboo required, if it really
is, for the preservation and developmentof the
humanspecies. Concepts of identity, of time,
of the continuity or discontinuity of life and
death, are not a part of Descartes’ sens commun
or a Kantiana priori, but highly differentiated,
culturally" varied, linguistically generated and
transmitted conventions. Such a thing as a
"universal psychology" would have to be a
branch of molecular biology. All other psychology is history of languageand social usage.

~ Thisidea was,in fact, put forw~dfor the first
time by the neglected French grammarian and
playwright AntoineFabre d’Olivet in his Langue
hdbra’ique
restitued(x8xS-X6).
Thethesis of ’linguistic relativity, as advanced
by Sapir and Whorl, is by no meansunanimously
accepted. A strong critique is presented in Max
The Freudian Script
Black’s The Labyrinth o[ Language,(r968). For
balancedview, see F. Rossi-Landi,Ideologie della
SYCHO-ANALYSIS
provides
a crucial ex.
relativat~linguistiea."
~a Clyde Kluckhohnand DorotheaLeighton tell
ample. Unquestionably, Freud hoped for
material substantiation, for neuro-physiological
us that in the Navaholanguage some thousand
namesof plants have been recorded in current
corroborationfor his theories of mentalstructure.
speech (The Navaho,x946).
In the last analysis---and one maytake the phrase
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as a legitimate pun--such postulates of psychoanalysis as the tripartite divisiort of id, ego, and
superego, or the mechanicsof psychic storage,
repression, and discharge, ought to be reflected
in the architecture of the brain and in the neurochemistry of nervous impulse. Only such emirical data could support the inference of
pPsycho-analytic universality (a point dearly
seen by Malinowski when he attacked psychoanalysis from an anthropologicaldirection in his
Sex and Repression in Savage Society). Without physiological corroboration, the Freudian
account of personality, penetrating and suggestive as it is, might remaina brilliant piece of
local, historically circumscribedobservation. In
its awkward bonhomie, a remark Freud
makesin The Ego and the Id (and it is one of
numeroussimilar asides) showsthe intensity of
his search for anatomical backing: "Wemight
add, perhaps, that the ego wears an auditory
lobe--on one side, only, as we learn from cerebral anatomy....
Gradually Freud opted for a para-scientific
methodology; he moved further and further
fromthe empirical-evidentialcriteria of clinical
psycho-pathology. He had to. But in doing so,
Freud entered (consciously, I think) on a Pascalian wager. The more acute his therapeutic
insights, the morepressing the need for normative, experimentallyverifiable neurological evidence. Withoutthis evidence, the psycho-analytic methodwould become, ever more, an act of
"personal magic," a repetition by lesser men,
in a queer limbo of shamanism,of Freud’s virtuoso "tricks" of insight.
It is, I believe, fair to say that the neurophysiological evidence has not turned up, or
not in the unequivocal way expected by the
early, and tenaciously hoped for by the late
Freud. Today, psycho-analysis looks more and
morelike an inspired construct of the historical
and poetic imagination, like one of those dynamic fictions through which the master-builders
of the ~9th century--Hegel, Balzac, A.uguste
Comte--summarised and gave communicative
force to their highly personal, dramatic readings of manand society. It is, perhaps, less as
a contemporary of Poincar~ or Rutherford that
one nowsees Freud than as the great inheritor
of the x9th-century systematic philosophers,
playwrights, and novelists. Like that of
Schopenhauer, to which it has such radical
affinities, the work of Freud impresses one as
a superbly perceptive, eloquent summation,
already tinged with a stoic premonition of incipient ruin, of European bourgeois humanism,
floruit r789-i9~4. Freud’s mapping--dare one
say, mythology--of human motives and behaviour is profoundlycircumstantial. It mirrors,
it codifies rationally, the economicand social
2
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assumptions, the erotic mores, the domestic
rites, of the Central European urban middle
class in the years from ~88oto the collapse of
agreed values in the first WorldWar. At every
point, Freud’s chronicle of consciousnessinteracts with the surrounding sociological, economic, cultural setting. His modelof libido and
repression, of masculine authority, of generational antagonism, of licit and clandestine
sexuality, is inseparable fromthe facts of family
and professional existence in the Viennaof his
day. There is more than a touch of buried
architectural metaphor in the whole ego/id/
super-egotheory--the cellarage, living quarters,
and attic of the bourgeois house. Indeed,
Freud’s raw material and therapeutic instrumentare no less verbal, no less rooted in language, than is the art of Balzac or Proust.
THISIS SUCH
A~qOBVIOUS
point that it was long
overlooked. Psycho-analysis is a matter o/words
--words heard, glossed, stumbled over, exchanged. There cart be no analysis if the
patient is muteor the doctor is deaf. There can
be none, or only its indifferent rudiments, if
the patient has not attained a critical level of
articulateness, if his ownuses of languageare
too thin or commonplace.If psycho-analysis
has, from the outset, drawnalmost exclusively.
on a clientele of a very restricted social
milieu, the reasons are not (or not primarily)
financial and modish. Only the educated,
leisured classes of society exhibit the degree of verbalisation, of multiple semantic
reference, of decorouselision, indispensable to
the analytic process. But the question goes far
beyondindividual literacy. The language itself
must have reacheda sufficient density, a sufficient wealth of implication and effect. For
psycho-analysis to function, the vernacular in
whichthe patient freely associates must have a
certain range, historical resonance, idiomatic
variety, argotic underground and body of
allusion. Onlythen can the analyst hear inside
the verbal matrix, those ambiguities, concealments, word-plays, betraying muddles, on which
he founds his therapeutic interpretation. (The
analyst is a "translator into daylight.") In short,
the particular linguistic system must be resourceful and syn!,actically highly evolvedbefore
the psycho-analysts decodingcan be of use.
Hencethe "locality" and profoundly literary
character of Freud’s unravellings. These are
firmly boundto the expressive and suppressive
idiom of the Central European, largely lewish
middle class of the late r9th century in which
Freud himself cameof age. Freud’s descriptions
of the actions of consciousness and of the unconscious cannot be dissociated from the grammatical structures and referential conventions
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(referential especially in regard to slang and to
literature) of Germanand Austrian Germanin
the age of yon Hofmannsthal, Arthur Schnitzler, and ThomasMama.
Ix nay BEXrU, X the psycho-analytic theory o£
the unconscious and of the dynamics of
neurosis has general applications. But today, it
wouldseem that its main authority lies in the
field of language-history.and of the sociologyof
speech. No therapist since Freud has met
with any true "Freudian cases," i.e., with
patients whosesyntax of self-consciousness and
association is muchlike that of the men and
women--more women than men--whom Freud
listened to and woke echo from in the Vienna
of the i89os. Moreover,the wide dissemination
of psycho-analytic lore and literature has had
its negative feed-back: much of classical
Freudian praxis no longer works precisely because the patient can no longer display the
needed linguistic innocence and associative
spontaneity. Too many of us now know the
script in advance.
of the
A methodological dilemmas that and
arise from
RECOGNITION

OF THIS

I~ACT,

it, inspires the revaluation of psycho-analysis
currently taking place in France. The pronouncements of Dr. Jacques Lacan and of the
Cahiers pourl’analyse are, not infrequently, indecipherably turgid and portentous. Nevertheless, their primary argument is dear and of
compelling importance. Fonction et champ de
la parole et du langage and the Propos
sur la causalitd psychique are almost certainly the maior statements made by psychoanalysis after Freud.a Lacanaims to re-establish
the Freudian theory of psychic process and the
consequent methods of therapy on a basis of
inguistics. The means of psycho-analysis are
those of speech.., its domainis that of concrete
discourse." The unconscious maybe understood
as "a blank or a false statement" in the stream
of messagesthrough which the ego articulates
its identity,. Suppressed or evaded memories
survive as ’well spoken lies." Indeed, memory
itsdf is essentially a selective use of a past
tense. The symptomsof neurosis cart be located
(heard) and analysed only ,,b~,ause they already
occur "in a language form.’ Lacan is an ultranominalist: "it is the world of words that
creates the world of things." Psycho-analysisis
a privileged modeof insight into this creative
a The greater part of Lacan’s writings has been
collectedin Ecrits (x966).
~ Cf. A. J. Greimas,ed., Pratiqueset langages
gestuels (Langages,IO,
). i968

function because it knowsthe semantic structure of reality, because it knowsthat manis
surrounded "by a total network of symbolic
relations," most of which are manifest in language.
The substantive limitations of manare madness and death, conditions in which language
refuses to signify. Psycho-analysiscan deal with
neither. (Freud’s speculations on the "deathinstinct" are an attempt at re-integrative myth.
The "speechless" falls outside psycho-analysis
precisely as it does outside Wittgenstein’s elementarypropositions.) This is the true reason
whyFreudian therapy is restricted to neurosis.
Neurosis operates at the level of articulate,
semantically conventional or only moderately
disordered communication. Psychosis transcends grammar.
It is too soon to tell whether this attempted
synthesis of Freud and of structural linguistics
will work, whether it will provide psychoanalysis with the empirical backing denied to it
by neuro-physiology. It maywell be that, like
Freud himself, Lacan is manoeuvringfrom too
narrow, too na’/vdy verbal a basis. The study
and therapeutic uses of the mediaof significant
communicationavailable to the humanpersofi
will have to reckon with numerousextra-linguistic codes. Knownas "paralanguages," such
signal-systems as gesture, mien, dance, dress,
non-verbalised sound of every kind, have been
muchinvestigated since Darwin’s The Expression o[ the Emotions in Manand Animals of
x872. As I stressed before, such systems do not
constitute "language" and their use by modern
manis, at every point, linguistically penetrated
or "debased." As the workof Paget, of Kroeber,
of R. L. Birdwhistell on sign languages and
"kinesics" makesclear, these "paralanguages"
form a kind of animate zone around the complete linguistic act3s But it wouldbe surprising
if an exclusively verbal .approach could prove
adequate to the commumcative
energies of the
psyche, particularly of the psyche in some partial state of lesion.
Lacan’s "psychosemantics," one fact is obvious. The whole
future of psychology is bound up with that of
linguistic study, with our deepening grasp of
man’s unique speech-status. Psychology can no
longer be separate from our realisation of how
radically a particular language, a specific linguistic world-image,conditions the life of the
mind.
Alreadyit is apparent that any fruitful study
of the genesis of personality in the child is, at
decisive points, a study of-the developmentof
speech and of the links between speech and
conceptualisation. Monkeysare less like childYET WHATEVERTHE VALIDITY of
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ren than behavioural psychologists or incensed
parents would suppose. Weare also beginning
to suspect that certain patterns of anomie, of
anti-social and anarchic conduct, are related to
verbal inadequacy,,to the inability of the gr,,ammatically underprivileged to "branch into’ a
society whose codes of communication and
idiom of values are too sophisticated. Henceforth, it is unlikely that clinical and social
psychology,cultural anthropologyand the study
of language can get very far without constant
collaboration and cross-reference. A book such
as L. S. Vygotsky’s Thought and Language
(i962) written in the context of experimental
psychology, points the way.

Literature&Linguistics
C~TICXSM
and literary history
LXa-~A~y
are minor arts. Wesuffer at present from
a spurious inflation of criticism into somekind
of autonomousrole. The interest wasted on the
personality and quarrels of critics, the massof
criticism produced about works of literature
which few o£ the educated public ever bother
to read for themselves(T. S. E.liot on Danteis
a representative case)--these are phenomena
of
journalism and may be indices of a general
enervation. Critics and historians of literature
write about writing; they offer books about
books. It is nonsenseto overlook this ontological derivativeness,let alone exalt the act of commentaryabovethat of invention. Todaythere is
even an academic m&ier in the criticism of
criticism. Not very many statues are being
raised to writers, but contrary to Sainteo
Beuve’s gloomy prognostication, there maybe
before long to critics.
A plain view of the dependent, secondary
nature of literary and historical commentis
more than a necessary honesty. It may, in fact,
open the wayto a legitimate future for criticism
and rescue it from someof its current triviality
and megalomania.
Being words about already extant words, a
discourse on modesof discourses already established, the propositions of the critic form a
meta-language.That a numberof literary critics
have mimedin their work the expressive techniques of the text they deal with, that important literary criticism will, at times, pass into
the category of "active form," does not alter
the fact: criticism, analysis, explicationde texte,
mJacquesDerrida, De La Grararaatologie
(i967)
,
and Philippe Sollers, Log~ques
(1968), give a picture of this precious and hermeticbut also stimulating, approach.
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commemoration (a remembering with the
reader), are linguistic constructs scaffolded
about a previous linguistic construct. However
eloquent or poetically suggestive in statement,
the critic’s job of workis more truly akin to
that of the logician, grammarian,and linguist
than it is to that of the novelist, p.laywright,
or poet. But precisely in that maylie the way
ahead.
Everywork of literature, from the barest incantations knownto ethnography to the "randomised"fiction of Mr. William Burroughs, is
a specialised language-act(whatthe latest
school.
of criticism in Francecalls 3criture). 2~ It xs a
piece of languageirt a heightenedcondition of
order, elision, reference, ornament,or phonetic
expressiveness. "Literature," exacdy like any
act of communication,is a selection from the
available totality or potential of semantic resources in a given language (or, in rare cases,
more than one language). The difference being
--and it can only be put roughly--that literature selects accordingto aims and criteria other
than immediateutility and unreflective colloquialism. Literature exists only because there
can be realised--again, very roughly--a membrane to divide it from the commonflow of
discourse. Certain lexical and syntactical
material is "filtered out" accordingto principles
other than those of basic communication.The
membranemay be exceedingly thin and permeable: extreme verismo aims at an idiom
almost co,~pletely ,o,p, en to the inrush of the
ordinary unselected’ vulgate. But there must
be a separation, a voluntary sifting accordingto
observable criteria, for the novel, poemor play
to achieve actual being.
Oncesuch a separation occurs--it need be no
more than a moderndramatist splicing the tape
he has hidden in a railway waiting-room-there results a linguistic structure, an 3criture,
of immensecomplexity. The number of formal
variables, the range and intricacy of possible
conventions, the individual, local, temporal
modifiersin a literary text, are fantastic in number and specificity. By comparison, even the
most taxing problems in formal logic are onedimensional.Onceit is in a condition of literature, language behaves exponentially. It is at
every point more than itself. Nomereinventory
can exhaust the possible interactions between
semantic units in even a "simple" lyric. All
language, as we have seen, stands in an active,
ultimately creative relationship to reality. In
literature that relationship is energised and
complicated to the highest possible degree. A
major poem discovers Mtherto unlived lifeformsand, quite literal.ly, releases hitherto inert
forces of perception. Even as C~zanne discovered the implicit, but before him "unseen"
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weight and blue-shadowrotundity of apples or
the patient gravamenof a chair-leg.
THI~ COI~PLI~XITY ANDDELICACYOf the material

of literature are such that neither formal logic
nor linguistics have contributed more than the
obvious to our understanding of a literary work.
Efforts have been madeto analyse the structure
of poemsor of paragraphs of narrative prose
with the aid of symbolic logic, to dismantle the
machineand locate its sources of impact.~ Almost invariably, the outcomeis an elegant diagram and a fatuous conclusion. Phonological,
grammatologicalanatomies of literary passa.ges
are scarcely better. Their apparatus, parucularly statistical, is often awesome,but the insights obtained are usually jejune and in reach
of the most obvious critical reading. Neither
the linguist nor the phonetician has the historical awareness, the familiarity with formal
and biographical context, the training of tactile
sensibility, that markthe competentcritic. They
lack what Coleridge called the required "speculative instruments." Because these techniques
are committedto exhaustiveness, all elements
must be accounted for, and to a specific degree
of rigour. They must, as it were, be accounted
for to several decimal places. In fact, however,
formal logic and technical linguistics fall short
of the provisional exactitudes of goodcriticism.
Thelatter is precise, but in a very different way.
Its precision maylie, for instance, in what it
leaves unmapped,in the circle of diffidence it
draws around the particular autonomyand "unaccountability" of the creative act. Coleridge’s
analysis of the nature and effects of metre in
chapter XVIII and XXIIof the Biographla Litteraria, is indirecdy immediate,it proceeds tangentially to the centre. It does so by mimesis,by
a parallel acting out and bodyingforth of meaning. The range of kinetic and nervous reference
on which it draws is finely commensuratewith
the shape and difficulty of the question, with
the fact (so often slighted by the logician) that
the most polysemic of human constructs--a
poem--is the object of examination.
But let us be clear. Formallogic and modern
linguistics cannot do the job of the critic. But
the critic, in turn, can ill afford to ignore what
they, and linguistics especially, have to offer.
I wouldgo further. The current state of criticism is so facile and philosophically naive, so
~rA numberof such exercises maybe found in
Style in Language,ed. T. A. Sebeok(x96o).
mSee his key paper on "Linguistics and Poetics"
(in Style andLanguage).
mManyacute observationsare containedin Christine Brooke-Rose,A Grammar
o[ Metaphor(~958).
~ Cf. DonaldDavie, Articulate Energy(~955)-

muchof literary criticism, particularly in England and America, is puffed-up book-reviewing
or thinly disguised preaching, that a responsible collaboration with linguistics mayprove
the best hope.
Such collaboration would by no means be
novd. Quintilian and the Renaissance made
little operative distinction betweenthe study
of grammar and that of grammar antmated by poetics or rhetoric. Negotiated via
philology, an alliance betweenlinguistics and
literary criticism is explicit in the workof Eric
Auerbach, Ernst Robert Curtius, and Leo
Spitzer. RomanJakobson has expounded it
since x9~9 and the discussions on epitheta
ornantia by the MoscowLinguistic Circle. It
underlies a gooddeal of the critical practice of
I. A. Richards and William Empson. It was
the goal of Walter Benjamin whose "hermeneutic" readings of baroque tragedy, Goethe,
and French symbolist verse relate the 2oth-century language-revolution to mucholder habits
of Talmudic exegesis. Weneed not accept
Jakobson’s prescription ~s that linguistics be
allowed to "direct the investigation of verbal
art in all its compassand extent" (direct being
the over-stated term). But we must acknowledge the full force of his observationthat
the poetic resources contained in the morphological andsyntacticstructure of language,briefly
the poetry of grammar,and its literary product,
the grammarof poetry, have been seldomknown
to critics.
A~Ssou~. of the new directions for
W aAr
a linguistically educatedliterary criticism?
Obviously a great deal wants doing in the
study of the structure of poetry, in a probing,
at once technical and philosophic, of the vital
"strangeness," of the stricdy confinedyet privileged conventions of syntax, of tonal relation,
which set a poemapart from all other types of
signal. Weneed moreand subtler identifications
than are as yet available of the phonetics of
poetry, of the musicality whichdeclares, infers
or dissolves meaningin a poem.In that way, to
what extent is poetic "truth" made to sound
true; in what manneris music the verification
of poetic statement?~ Werequire a congruence
of historical, morphological,and literary awareness to tell us far more than we as yet know
about the interactions of syntax and Genre at
different periods in literature¯ Thus merootenergies of the heroic couplet seem to be an
intensification of contemporaryspeech-forms, a
kind of super-grammar; whereas we find in
certain schools of modern verse an antigrammar,an alternative, more contingent order
of discourse than is active in normal dmtlon.
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What are the relations between metrical
systems, betweenthe elements of stress, recurrence, rhyme,in a given prosody and the structure of the language as a whole?Russian polysyllabic words admit only one stress and therefore enter into binary metres only if a metric
stress is dropped. Does such a linguistic fact
relate to the nature of the poetry, produced,and,
in turn, to the patterns of sensxbihty a poetry
generates in the relevant society and culture?
Maywe think of metre as a "substitute-logic,"
a code of organised semantic sequences which
can, but need not, meshwith the casual, temporal, spatial "rules" of ordinary discourse?
Whatcan lexical linguistics tell us of the density, of the regional or centralised focus, of the
conservatism or receptivity to innovation and
foreign import, of a languageat different stages
in its history? Surely it is no longer necessary
to regard as authoritative, let alone verifiable,
Eliot’s famous dictum that omethlng happened to the mind of England" between the
time of Donneand that of Browning. If such
a statement is to have meaning, it must be
accou,n,
table to for
,,theEliot’s
history of
the language.
The
true evidence’
theory
is his own
achievement as a poet; it is a programmefor
his own verse that is being argued here in a
characteristically maskedform. Indeed, Eliot’s
literary criticism maybe the last to be so influential yet so casual in its linguistic andphilosophicinterest.
Beyondthese lines of enquiry into the shared
life of grammar,phonetics, logic, linguistic history and poetry, there lie areas of extremedifficulty.
Doliterary genres--the verse epic, the ode,
verse tragedy, the prose novel--have somekind
of interior life-cycle, do they correspond to
needs or occasions in the language itself and
lose their conviction whenthose occasions pass
or those needs are fulfilled? Whatis the act of
translation? Whatlinguistic, philosophic, and
poetic functions are involved when a line of
poetry moves across the border from one language to another, and howis the very possibility of translation underwritten by recent
a If cermodels of transformational grammar?
tain civilisations produce "greater," moreconsistently vital literature than others, is part of
the reason linguistic? In other words, are some
languages, in a way we cannot even formulate
precisely, more suited to literary expression
than others? Do their syntax and vocabulary
contain a greater potential of expressive muta31 Theauthor is at present preparing a study of
this topic.
~See his essay, "The Rhetoric of Hitler’s
’Battle’" in ThePhilosophyo] LiteraryForm(i94i).
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tion, of "language set apart"? And in what
waydoes literature generate further literature?
To which question the converse wouldbe: does
the existence of a Dante, of a Shakespeare,of a
Goethe in a given language inhibit the recurrence of comparable achievement? Are there
entropies in language and expressive resources
as there are in matter?
In x94~, John Crowe Ransomadvertised:
Wanted: ~tn Ontological Critic, a reader
equippedto disclose in poetry "the secret of its
strange yet stubborn existence as a kind of discourse unlike any other." A complete ontology
of poetic form and of poetic effect is very probably beyond our means. More than any other
speech-act, the poemgoes to the roots of language itself, to the unique communicatoryand
responsive dialectic of humanidentity. But advances can be madeand their interest will, in
Ransom’sphrase, be "profounder and more elemental" than that of the majority of what now
serves as literary criticism and literary history.
Neither has yet registered the decisive truism
that literature--all literature--is a form and
function of language. It is the pbets whohave
always knownthat.
In the Absence of Fantasia
wEr;OTED, the "language-revolution"
ASarose
from an urgent sense of linguistic
crisis. Today, we can see howaccurate Mauthner and Karl Kraus were in their alarmed foresight. Even as we are beginning to knowmore
about language, to ask better questions about
the reciprocities of speech and humanidentity,
languageitself is underpressure.
I have sought elsewh~e to locate some of
the mainsources. Totalitarian politics, be they
Fascist, Stalinist, or tribal, haveset out to master
language. They must do so precisely because a
totalitarian modelof society lays claim to the
core and entirety of the humanperson. Modern
tyrannies have re-defined words, often in a deliberate, grotesque reversal of normalmeaning:
life signifies death, total enslavementstands for
freedom, war is peace. Stalinism and current
tribal hysterias labour, often with success, to
uproot the past tense from the safeguard of
common
remembrance.Stalinist and Maoist historiographyre-invent the past. Historical occurrences,, the namesand very existence of human
beings, unacceptable ideas, are obliterated by
decree. An artifice of unanimous memory--a
drilled recollection of fictions and non-events-replaces the natural plurality of individual
recall. In the grammarof totalitarian speech,
which Kenneth Burken looked at even before
George Orwell, conjugations of the verb
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take place in a depersonalised present and in a
utopian future (a plus que par/a#, if I mayreverse the ordinary meaningof that tense). Being
a falsehood constantly altered and renewed, the
past is made present. To unspeak the actual
past, to eradicate the names,acts, thoughtsof the
unwanteddead, is a tyranny of peculiar horror.
Pursuedrigorously, it cuts off humanity,or certain societies, from the vital responsibilities of
mourningand of justice. Manis set back in a
landscape without echo.
Moreover, the planned falsification and dehumanisationof languagecarried out by totalitarian r~gimeshave had effects and counterparts
beyond their borders. These are reflected,
though in a less murderousway, in the idiom of
advertisement, wish-fulfilment and consensuspropaganda of consumertechnocracies. Welive
unc~er a constant wash of mendacity. Millions
of words tide over us with no intent of clear
meaning. Quiet is becomingthe prerogative of
a sheltered ~lite or the cage of the desolate. As
a result, expressive modeshave been grossly inflated. Their discriminatory precision, their
graphic, verifiable content have been eroded to
a public smoothness. The percentage of cliche,
of language-tags shared by all and hved by none,
has risen steadily. A study of randomsamples
of urbantelephonecalls suggestsa drastic diminution and standardisation, of. vocabularyand syntax
accompamedby a formtdable growth of actual
speech-output. In the world of the telephone we
speakmoreto say less. It maybe, correspondingly,
that in that of radio, television, tape-recorder
and film, we hear more and listen less. Lexicographers estim~/te that the English vulgate
contains in excess of six hundred thousand
words. Less than one hundred words account
for seventy-five per cent of all messagestransmitted by telephone and telegraph. An analogous reduction of grammar, of the available
delicacies and interrelations in sentence-structure, underlies the rhetoric of advertisement
and mass-journalism. Wewrite fewer personal
letters and our letters are shorter than in
middle-class usage in the x8th and x9th centuries. Our schooling puts art ever-diminishing
stress on verbal remembrance. Howmany educated individuals today can recite by heart more
than a few tatters of poetry or prose? Weread
morein actual volumeof print, but less that is
=
exacting and linguistically enriching.
If the politics of terror press on the individual,
on his right to rememberand to makepersonal
= Cf. Robert Escarpit, La RtCvolutiondu livre
0965).
~ Fora rather superficial but well-informed
statement, see W. Simonand 1. Gag’non, "Sex Talkm
Public
and Private" (Et~., xxv, I968
).

statement, so do the politics of licence. That
the near-abolition of verbal taboos, particularly
with regard to the erotic, has narrowed and
weakenedthe imaginative authority of literature, seems probable. Whatis moredifficult to
show,but morecorrosive, is the effect of the removalof verbal inhibitions on the life-force, on
the centre and mystery of language. Saying
all, and saying it in the same market-place
words as everyone else, meansimagirring, personally recreating less. Weface a newsituation
here,-and one that is obviously difficult to
analyse. But taboos or speech-zonesreserved for
occasions of special intimacy and seriousness,
~
had a vitalising as well as a protective function.
Wordswhich used to lodge at the heart of conventional silence, that were only expended in
an act of completetrust and exchangeof stir-as sexual terms might be spoken loudin the last
privacy of love--are near the deep springs of
language. Theykept it, in somedegree, magical.
Verbal reticence is the only thing that relates
our publicised, exlfibitionist sensibility to
antique energies and sources of wonder. There
was a time whert the word was Logos, when a
man would not readily deliver his true name
into another man’s keeping, when the name or
numinoustitles of the deity were left unspoken.
By hounding all reserve out of our ways of
speech, by making loud and public the dim
places of feeling, we maybe hacking up by their
roots (roots, one suspects, closely related) indisperrsable forces both of poetry and eros.
Parading so openly, being so wastefully shared,
our lives, and the language in which we experience them, go the more naked.

impliA cated in these devaluations. Tenyears
ago,
MORE

GI~NF.RAL

CHANGE

may

be

I called it "the retreat from the word." Conceivably, verbal communication will play a
smaller, a less creative role than before, in the
life of consciousness. Today, non-verbal codes
such as those of mathematics already mapand
control muchof reality; soon, with a changein
the sociology and criteria of literacy, they may
come to communicatethat reality to more and
more humanbeings. The binomial primer, the
grammarof calculus and set-theory may come
to be as current as the more traditional "first
reader." Noword-signal can go beyondchildish
simile whentrying to tell us that a table or a
chair is a systemof electrons in statisticallydescribable motion, separated by distances and
intricacies of force comparable,on their scale, to
those in the galaxy. Mathematicscan say this
precisely and cart makeits statement exhilaratingly suggestive to those whoknowits syntax.
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the wrecker it is always today. The idea, so
crucial to our civilisation, that things said and
created nqw may, by virtue of their impertinence to the present, have a strength
of being greater, scandalously more durable
than our own, is seen as illusion
or
bourgeois hypocrisy. To the new vigilantes
and utopians of the immediate, there is
something outrageous in the possibility that
most personal lives are insignificant and meant
for oblivion, and that the present becomesfuture
only through the music, mathematics, poetry,
and thought of a very small number.Until now,
an arrogant, perhaps irrational dur ddsir de
durer has been the- life-impulse of history. It
mayno longer be an acceptable ideal. The young
militias are right whenthey bellow;the agitators
are showingdeep insight whenthey abrogate all
discussion by saying "luck off." Theyno longer
share the language of their enemies. Theywant
nothing to do with it. They would break free
of language as from their ownshadows. They
must stop their ears to all the ceremonious,
ironic voices from the past that are in books,
~
that will outlive them, and that speakof death.
There is also another direction from which
the individual "I," the concept of the human
person as an irreducible mystery, is under
pressure. Totalitarian politics, the long erosion
of fear, tend to collectivise menand women,to
reduce as far as possible their sanctuary of
rivate identity. So do the conditions of stanardised desire, of noise level, of programmed
efficacy in a "free society." (Thelinguistic diverWOr~DrR
Wr~ETHrR
the
primacy
of
language
I as we have knownit in humancivilisation,
gencies between West Germanand East Germanspeech provide an instructive case of similar
as well as manyof the dominant- syntactical
features of language, are not the embodiment deformationunderdifferent stress)?8 It is, today,
increasingly difficult to "be oneself," to carve
of a particular viewof man’sidentity and death.
out for one’s idiom, physical style and habits
Thetrinary set, past-present-futurel the subjectobject function, the metaphysicsand psychology of sensibility an untypical terrain. Underthe
piston-stroke of the mass media, of open and
of the first person pronoun, the conventions of
linguistic repeatability and variation on which subliminal advertisement, even our dreamshave
grown more uniform. Like our bread, muchof
we found our techniques of remembranceand,
hence, our culture--all these codify an image our mannerof being comespre-packaged. It is
only in secret that we celebrate the insolent
of the humanperson which is nowunder attack.
wonderof the ego, that we inhale--oh riddle of
sensuality--the smell of our ownordure.
With the developmentof surgical transplants,
denials of the future tense, even as the derision
the very definition of personal existence, of a
of precedent, the unsaying of history or a conmortal, untranslatable self, grows perplexing.
temptuousindifference towardsit, are a refusal
"Whichpart of mybody was I, which will be
of a past. In the grammarof the freak-out and
you?" Rimbaud’sje est un autre, that prophetic
passwordto the trance and violence of the new
freedom, is taking on a medical meaning. But
~ It is their understandingof the revolutionary it is a meaning exterior to all known conature of a scream and a nonsense-wordwhich ordinates of syntax. Withheart transplantation
makelarry and Artaud the true prophets o£ toa fact, and surgical transfers of the brain deday’sinsurrections.
finitely conceivable, the I/you disjunction
~Cf. the discussion of this important topic in
Hans H. Reich, Sprache und Politi k (Miinchner through which the language-animal entered on
Germanistlsche
Beitr~’ge,I, ~968).
history is no longer self-evident.

At many points in our immediate culture,
language-forms seem stale or unwelcome,like
actors from a condemnedplayhouse. Abstract
art scorns verbal paraphrase. It demandsthat
we learn to read its ownself-contained idiom.
A painting of a manin a golden helmet or of a
blue bowlwith red apples may,through its concentration of visual and tactile means, be "untranslatable" into any other medium;but in so
far as it represents, as it admits of a title, the
Rembrandtor Chardin canvas is an intensely
"stated," syntactically organised proposition.
Blacl( on Blacl( or CompositionNinety-one are
not. A comparable advance into the absolute
characterises the abandonment of classical
musical forms. A classical sonata or a romantic
symphony,with their exposition, thematic development,recapitulation and conclusion, had a
marked structural analogy to the grammarof
speech. The music of Stockhausen and Cage,
especially where it invites a free choice of
sequence, a randomisation of performed units,
breaks with the architecture of language.
(It is precisely a dependence on ordered
sequence, an impossibility of wilful reversal or
random placing which, as generative grammar
reminds us, constitute language.) Today words
seemto comprehendless of reality, and to tell
us less of what we need to know.
So muchis fairly evident. Whatlies further
can only be conjecture.

~
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W~. ARSXN^ VROCrSS
of profound change. I
believe that the unstable, transitional status of
time and personal identity, of the ego and of
physiologicaldeath, will affect th,,e, authorityand
range of language. If these historical universals" alter, if these syntactical foundationsof
perception are modified, the structures of communicationwill also change. Seen at this level
of transformation, the much-discussedrole of
electronic media is only a symptomand outrider.
It wouldbe foolish to speculate £urther. But
let us be entirely clear about what is involved.
Muchof the best that we have knownof man,
muchof that which relates the humanto the
humane--andour furore turns on that equation
--has been immediatelyrelated to the miracle of
language. Humanityand that miracle are, or
have been hitherto, indivisible. Shouldlanguage
lose an appreciable measure of its dynamism,

manwill, in someradical way, be less man,less
himself. Recent history and the breakdownof
effective communication between enemies and
generations, as it harries us now, shows what
this diminution of humanityis like. There was
a loud organic and animal world before man,
a world full of non-human messages. There
can be such a world after him. WallaceStevens
heard its premonitorysignals on a winter’s day:
Theleavescry. It is not a cry of divine attention,
Nor the smol(e-dri# of puffed-out heroes, nor
humancry.
It is the cry of leavesthat donot transcendthemse~ves~

In the absence of fantasia, without meaning
moYe

Thanthey are in the final finding of the air. in
the thing
Itself, until, at last, the cry concernsno one at
all.

Father’s Day
Thunderbreak of rage, the sun punched black;
Snowmenfandangoed in the heatwave he ordered;
He ripped the fields’ green covers o[f and ground them to mulch.
His eyes trumpeted, declared frequent wars;
His whims fell amongus with crushing tonnage;
Longpromises and histories vanished like bubbles.
He stoked mybelief in Father, the God,
Whosevengeancewas heavier than the big religious book.
Mytears and fears fuelled his engines of laughter.
Andhe has not changed. Nor I. But something has:
Authority has been spirited away: each anger,
Aspiration, impulse and hunger has becomepitiable.
Belief has gone like a bubble. He is seventy-one
AndI must protect him; he is so vulnerable
Stripped of myfaith; he is youngerthan his youngest son.

VernonScannell
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